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Police patrol vehicle

SHORT DESCRIPTION
With a ground clearance of 220 mm and a fording depth
of 700 mm, this all-terrain patrol vehicle is highly flexible
– even on difficult terrain. The optimized arrangement
of the specific police equipment offers great flexibility.

EXTERIOR EQUIPMENT
Special warning system with integrated stop signal
indicator, red front flasher and Yelp tone sequence
Front flashers in LED technology, integrated in the
radiator grille
Remote acoustic warning system
Stop signal indicator on the rear end of the vehicle
Specific livery with additional gaps and reflective
lettering
INTERIOR EQUIPMENT
Control handset and alarm pull switch for the complete
special warning system
Separation grid

Dashboard with digital radio, control units for the special warning
system and an easily accessible bracket for the traffic wand.

Fire extinguisher
Digital radio equipment
Traffic wand
Weapon compartment
Anti-slip coated container in the rear end of the vehicle
Rear LED warning light under the D-pillar

Radio components, fuses and a weapon compartment are located
behind the back seats and are protected from unauthorized access.
The concept is transferable to other base vehicle types. The equipment is an example and can be customised.
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BASE VEHICLE
Model

Toyota Land Cruiser

Drive

Four-wheel-drive

Engine power

2.8-litre D4D 130 kW (177 hp)
6-gear manual gearbox or
6-stage automatic transmission

Vehicle type

SUV

Wheel base

2450 mm

Ground

220 mm

clearance
Fording depth

700 mm

Maximum

2600 kg

The ceiling-high separation grid and the anti-slip coated container
ensure a secure fixation of the material in the rear end of the vehicle.

The rear LED warning light under the D-pillar and the specific police livery complete the
passive security concept inside and outside the vehicle.
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